Supplemental methods: Sleep EEG.
As mentioned in the main text, artefact rejection and calculation of spectral power EEG delta (0.7-4 Hz) range in artefact-free epochs during visually scored NREM sleep in baseline and recovery nights was performed by the ASEEGA package for the analyses of electrophysiological sleep recordings (ASEEGA, Version 3.35.11, Physip, France). Note that, even though initially blinded, an experienced scorer would still be able to detect whether he/she was scoring a baseline or a recovery night from sleep loss and this might induce a scoring bias. The same analysis was therefore also performed based on automatic scores, generated by the ASEEGA software. Note that for the identification of NREM sleep (sleep stage of interest for EEG delta activity), on a total of 107,453 scored 30s-epochs, an agreement of 87.0% with a Cohen's kappa coefficient of 0.71 was observed between the visual and automatic scores. In agreement with the analysis using visual scores and as depicted in Table S4 , the increase of sleep pressure during SD compared to NP was manifested in a significant increase in EEG delta activity during non-rapid eye movement 
